
Japan Study Tour  
May 8 —12, 2016 

Visit Japan’s world class    

manufacturers and experience 

the lean deployment at its 

best. Tour includes Toyota and 

its world class supply chain 



 

WORLD CLASS LEARNING ABOUT ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION 

If you or your company has started a continuous improvement (lean, OpEx, etc.) transformation, then 

this Japan Study Trip should be on your bucket list!  This 

tour will broaden your thinking and build your knowledge 

around the cultural, organizational, and technical elements 

of change necessary to sustain a continuously improving 

enterprise.  You will develop the understanding necessary 

to accelerate improvement in your organization.  You will 

enjoy this experience of a lifetime and return home with a 

new passion and enthusiasm, ready to help lead your com-

pany on its   continuous improvement journey. 

This tour of companies is intended to provide a glimpse of the leadership practices of world class Japa-

nese companies. Among the things that characterizes the superior competitive position of these com-

panies is the focus, discipline and passion for improvement that permeates every aspect of these busi-

nesses.       This is an opportunity to learn through focused observation.  

The tour is an intensive week of factory visits, training by Japanese experts and executive discussions, 

including a Toyota assembly plant and several former-

Toyota executives.  We inter-mix cultural experiences and 

offer free time in the evenings to enjoy everything that Ja-

pan has to offer.  Once in Nagoya, our team takes over 

starting with a presentation on Japanese culture and cus-

toms.  We will charter buses and have interpreters available 

for all trips and tours.    Every detail from transport to meals 

and accommodations will be professionally managed and 

executed.  This trip is an investment in you and in your com-

pany’s future. 

Our tour hosts will keep you engaged and challenged, from establishing learning goals prior to the trip 

to a debrief after each visit, defining key takeaways that you can apply to your organization’s efforts.  

You will see the tools and systems of operational excellence while visiting companies that demonstrate 

excellence in the fundamentals like flow, standardization, visual factory, problem solving, and built-in 

quality. 

 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

The tour is recommended for executives and senior managers as well as operational excellence pro-

fessionals and change agents.   All tours will be in Japanese with English interpreters. 

 

 



TOUR LEADERS 
Our Learning Facilitator, Brian Heymans, will engage you throughout the entire event in intellectually stimulating dia-

logues in the field of continuous improvement.  Brian possesses a Master’s Degree in Organizational Development and 

Learning.  He is a DRIVE consultant and is the former CEO of the Kaizen Institute of America.  He 

has executed organizational change for over thirty-five years and has facilitated benchmark and 

factory tours in Japan, USA, South Africa, Germany, and the Netherlands. 

 

 

A NOTE FROM DRIVE’s PRESIDENT 

After spending decades focused on organizational improvement following Toyota’s Principles, many members 

of the DRIVE team conducted a Japan Study Tour with a learning facilitator.  I presumed that it was nice thing 

to do and a reward for many that had diligently worked to help other companies through DRIVE.  What we 

received from that tour was far more valuable than we had originally anticipated.  The 

depth of learning and the instilling of profound knowledge around people development 

and organizational culture were astounding.  It has enriched our perspective and our abil-

ity to transform enterprises.  We decided to share this same opportunity for learning to 

our clients and now to the public.  The hands-on exercises, the factories, and the speak-

ers have all been hand-selected to deepen your perspective and capability as a leader 

and change agent in your organization.  Our learning facilitator is an expert, having not 

only studied organizational development but having executed organization change for 

over 35 years.  We are confident that you will thoroughly value your experience on our Japan Study Tour.  

This trip represents a significant investment in your development and potentially in your alignment as a team.  

It will be important to be fully open to learn rather than to think that you’ve already arrived or already under-

stand the subject deeply.   

 

Our Japan Study Tours differ from other tours in these aspects: 

We build customized learning goals with you prior to your visit 

We conduct a hands-on gemba assessment at an operating work area at one of 

the tour factories and have a dialogue with their leadership on our findings. 

We provide pre-reading to orient you to Japan, it’s customs and its leadership 

practices 

The tour is hosted by one of Americas most ex-

perienced transformation facilitators. You 

will be challenged every day. No other tour 

adds this feature. 

The cost is substantially lower than other simi-

lar tours, and we provide a deeper and 

more organized learning experience. 



THE 2017 TOURS 

Our tour begins in Nagoya, Japan on Sunday evening, May 7, 2017, and will conclude on Friday evening, 

May 12, 2017.  

Another 2017 tour is being prepared for October.   
 
Please contact DRIVE, Inc for additional tour dates and for custom-chartered cor-
porate trips. 

 

TOUR PRICING AND REGISTRATION 

$6995 USD – Price includes hotel accommodation plus breakfasts, plant visits, executive presentations, 

transportation to and from each facility/event, tour of Nagoya Castle and the Toyota museums, learning 

facilitator, workbook, translators, lunches and the closing dinner.    

To reserve your place on our next tour, please contact us at paul.eakle@driveinc.com or 

call us at 865-323-3491.   

 A $500 discount per person is offered for groups of 8 or more. 

 A $500 discount is offered for early-bird registration (must register by Monday, March 31, 2017 

 with 20% non-refundable down payment). 

 The price does not include most dinners, travel to and from Nagoya, and souvenirs. 

 We will stay at the Luxurious Nagoya Tokyu Hotel and travel to each site via chartered bus.  

 No visa to Japan is necessary if you are a USA citizen. 

 Registration deadline is September 15.  For more details, see registration form. 

PRE-TOUR PREPARATIONS 

Identification of your learning goals with our Learning Facilitator 

Pre-reading supplied to orient you to this experience plus provide you 

with insightful background into the leadership cultures of world class 

companies including Toyota. 

Personal contact with the Learning Facilitator to clarify logistics, learning 

opportunities and pre-reading materials 

Electronic version of the learning tour workbook which will provide you 

with an extensive list of learning questions you can use to probe the 

companies visited for deeper insights 

This Workbook will be supplied in printed form in Japan for you to record your learnings and           

observations 

mailto:paul.eakle@driveinc.com
http://goo.gl/forms/rMno9zMVb2sEj2Di1


Tour Agenda 

Day 1 

Toyota Motor Corporation.  

Visit their highly informative product development museum, see their latest technical innovations 

and operating philosophy.  

Visit an assembly plant guided by a for-

mer Toyota senior executive and wit-

ness his observation and analysis skills 

at work as you observe assembly opera-

tions. He will provide answers to all 

your questions. 

 

 

 

Enjoy a Japanese lunch with its exotic cooking style and flavors. 

  
Listen to former Toyota senior manufacturing and plant design expert, Mr. Hiromitsu 
Hayashida explain the deeper aspects of the Toyota Production System, Toyota’s 
leadership culture, and employee engagement practices. Enjoy a detailed conversa-
tion with him about his working with Taichi Ohno plus get all your technical questions 
answered.  

 

We will close the day with a discussion on your learnings plus preview the next day’s visit agenda  

You are on your own for dinner but we will provide you with ideas for enjoying your evening. 



Day 2 

Professor Satoshi Kuroiwa 

In the morning, we will meet with Mr. Satoshi Kuroiwa, who will discuss the role of IT in 

the value stream connections between Toyota and its supply chain.  Professor Kuroiwa, 

having worked at Toyota for 34 years specializing in Production Preparation, IT Engi-

neering, and Computer Integrated TPS, now teaches at Kyusyu Institute of Technology.  

 

We will also spend some time in the morning exploring the observations from our 

Toyota visit, and in teams we will build some criteria for observing the world class     

operation at the plant we will visit in the afternoon. 

 

Maruwa Electronic and Chemical Co. Ltd. 

In the afternoon we will visit the Maruwa Company, a Division of Kojima Press. As the Maruwa based manu-

facturer of overhead electronic and instrumentation consoles is a key supplier to Toyota, we will view the 

extension of the Toyota Production System to this tier 1 supplier.  This is a world class manufacturing opera-

tion known for its outstanding delivery performance and quality rating. We will examine the Just In Time 

(JIT) delivery components that integrate with Toyota’s production schedule.  We will also note the out-

standing flow and production layout and later in the day, create some model criteria which we will compare 

with our visit on Day 3.   

Following the lecture and discussion, we will review our learning for the day and create the production flow 

criteria which we will use on the next day. 

 

 

You are on your own for dinner but we will provide you with ideas for enjoying your evening. 



Day 3 

Mifune 

Mifune is a tier two supplier to Toyota making small metal 

stamped parts for seat mechanisms, instrument panel struc-

tures and other control structures. Their just in time production 

methods include die design and fabrication. They are a high vol-

ume producer with fast flowing inventories. 

The production layout criteria established on day 2 will be con-

trasted with the layout of this plant. Here we will be gin to learn 

to build not only the technical improvement elements, but also 

the leadership requirements we believe will be necessary to lead and sustain improvements based on our 

learned criteria.  

 

In the afternoon, we will begin at the Toyota 

Techno Museum that highlights the concept 

and pillar of Jidoka originally introduced by Sa-

kichi Toyoda with looms in their textile factory.  

There are 4000 exhibition pieces such as dy-

namic displays of original equipment, actual 

demonstrations by operators, instructive videos 

and more.   

 

 

 

Following the museum tour, we will enjoy a lecture by Professor Isao Yoshino, for-
mer Toyota executive, mentor and boss of John Shook, the first American hired by 
Toyota.  Mr. Yoshino was a critical part of the Toyota leadership team at the Toyo-
ta/GM Joint Venture - NUMMI. He is now a Professor at Nagoya Gakuin University, 
Japan.  He will be speaking on the roles and responsibilities of management when 
focused on a continuous improvement culture that engages all employees.   After 
the lecture there will be sufficient time allotted for questions and answers. 

 

 

You are on your own for dinner but we will provide you with ideas for enjoying your evening. 

  

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2F9oApVZelQ-k%2Fmaxresdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D9oApVZelQ-k&docid=y8qD1bLFixFwyM&tbnid=l_dIm7Py8p2fAM%3A&w=1920&h=1080&bih=651&biw=1024&ved=0ahUKE


Day 4 

AVEX Corporation 

AVEX is a tier 2 supplier of 

high precision transmission 

components.  This family 

owned business has a most 

unique employee engage-

ment strategy plus we will 

get a deeper look at a pro-

duction process and in small 

teams spend time analyzing 

it for problems and opportu-

nities. We will take an in-

depth look at how they manage production and their leadership practices on the shop floor 

then present our findings back to the company and engage in a conversation with them. No 

other Japan study tour offers this real time learning opportunity.  

A tour highlight will be the afternoon with the Chairman of AVEX, son of the 

founder and his remarkable story about the company turnaround using em-

ployee engagement and the rebuilding of the culture. Mr. Akihiko Kato is a 

remarkable man with humbling insights into how to motivate and empower 

people. His Human Resource Development Strategy is ground-breaking. He 

delights in a robust dialogue so prepare to be challenged.  

 

We will conclude the day with a discussion comparing the state of our learning from each of 

the plant visits. 

You are on your own for dinner but we will provide you with ideas for enjoying your evening. 



Day 5 

An encounter with one of Japan’s most knowledgeable experts on stand-

ardization and transformational practices Mr. Nakamura, author of over 

70 books and renowned teacher with the Japanese Management Associa-

tion (JMA). A former Hitachi senior executive, and now sharing his exper-

tise around the world, Mr. Nakamura will present a wide range of topics 

from human resource practices, Hoshin Kanri and operating strategies, 

plus provide you with the opportunity to raise questions and have a full 

dialogue.  

We will close the morning’s presentation and dialogue with a discussion on our learnings and 

observations. 

The afternoon is an exciting opportunity to explore one of Japan’s most treasured cultural and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

historical treasures, the Nagoya Castle, home to the famous Japanese Samurai. 

The tour closes with a festive dinner  

Registration deadline is April 15, 2017. 

For more details, see registration form. 

http://goo.gl/forms/rMno9zMVb2sEj2Di1
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